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1. Introduction 
In [6J the category of Si iC-spaces (double vector spaces), 
and their morphisms was introduced. A % /-space was regarded 
as a set with certain partial operations of vector type (with 
scalars of an arbitrary field K). A basis and dimension of a 
^ ̂ -space were defined and its 3f H -automorphismsgroup was ex­
pressed in the form of a semi-direct product. 
In the present paper, double linear connections on double 
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vector fibrations (over reals) are investigated as analogues of 
linear connections on vector fibrations (we will use here the 
term "fibration" instead that of "bundle"). A 25 if*-fibration is 
associated with a principal fibration of double linear frames, 
and this correspondence is used to prove that any -# i^f-fibration 
arises as Whitney sum of its underlying vector fibrations. 
Further, a 2f Jf-connection induces linear connections on the 
underlying vector fibrations. As in the linear case, % ̂ -connec-
tions on a SS o( -fibration are in one to one correspondence with 
right invariant connections on a principal fibration of frames. 
Double linear connections are characterized by means of 
double linear vector fields and double linear one parameter 
groups. 
In the following, K(n,s,t) = 1R xlRsxR denotes a trivial 
«8 X -space with projection lRn xlRs xlR —*lRnx|Rs. Let us remark 
that all definitions and statements remain valid in a complex 
case K = H? in a translated version (smooth manifolds and mappings 
could be replaced by complex manifolds and holomorphic mappings 
etc.). 
2. Double linear fibrations 
Let C be a 2fif-space over p with dimension dim C = (n,s,t). 
Then there is an isomorphism f: C — • K(n,s,t). Since JRn xJRs x 
xF = ]R is a smooth manifold in a natural way, a structure 
of a smooth manifold arises on C such that f is a diffeomorphism. 
Moreover, this structure is independent of f. 
Definition 1. A (real) double vector weak fibration is a 
fibred manifold ( Jf,p,M) each fibre £ = P~ (x) of which has 
a structure of double vector space. Given two double linear 
weak fibrations (lf,p,M) and (W ,P,M), a morphism f: Ct?,p,M) -> 
— * C{f ,P,M) of fibred manifolds over a base mapping g: M —* M 
is a morphism of double vector weak fibrations over g if 
f : If — * <2 is a % bC -morphism for every x e. M. 
Double vector weak fibrations together with their morphisms 
form a category %X.V"¥ . 
The simplest example is a trivial double vector weak fi-
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bration, (M x C-pr-pM), where M is a smooth manifold, C with 
?": C — • A x B is a 3% -space and pr, denotes a projection to 
the first component. 
Definition 2. A double vector weak fibration (f?,p,M) will be 
called a double vector fibration (shortly, a H Y-fibration), 
if there exists a *3<S?-space C such that, for every x e M there 
is an open neighborhood U with x <£ U and a cdtflth .^-isomorphism 
f : (t?y,Pi,,U) —*• (U x C,pr, ,M) over identity 1... Here pu denotes 
restriction of a mapping p onto Ify = p~ (U). The ^jf-space C 
will be called a standard fibre of a £fjf-fibration (? . Mor-
phisms of double vector weak fibrations which are at the same 
time 0 Jf-fibrations, will be called morphisms of 2S ̂ -fibra-
tions . 
Doble vector fibrations with their morphisms form a complete 
subcategory 7iiC^T in-tfecategory SfJt'&'P'. 
For a given ^ e5f-fibration 
( L ? , P , M ) , (1) 
we introduce three underlying vector fibrations 
(^,Pl,M), (3,p 2,M), (^,P3,M) (2) 
i n the f o l l o w i n g way. By the above, each f i b r e c over x £ M 
i s a 21 i f - space which i m p l i e s t h a t t he re i s a mapping 
5" : f? —*- $• x J& of ff t o the c a r t e s i a n product of two x x x x x j* 
vec to r spaces &* , % having c e r t a i n p r o p e r t i e s ( [ 6 J ) . Let Jt 
denote the union A= X~M ^ and de f i ne p± : j£ —» M by p L ( a ) = 
= x f o r a e dt , x ^ M. I t can be checked t h a t ( ^ p ^ M ) i s 
a vec to r f i b r a t i o n . S i m i l a r l y f o r 3 and V* . Moreover, p r o j e c t i -
ons T l x - p r , o !Tx : *% — ^ and ^ = p r , . ^ : ffx - » 3X 
enable us to d e f i n e smooth submersions t-, : ff—* f&, 
T2 : if - ^ J5 by 
G ^ 
* 1 z = ^ l , x z ' ^ 2 z = Y 2 , x L 
f o r z <£ I? w i t h z e ^ x £ M . 
On the tangent space T(f of a $ if -fibration (1), two 
partial linear structures arise in a natural way. Consider 
Z,z c L satisfying 5T, z = Z^z'. Let Z c T ff , Z' c T ' ? 
be tangent vectors with (T2~i)Z = (T3T,) 'Z'. Since fibrations 
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(1) and (2) are locally trivial, there exist smooth curves t6 , 
f (-£.£) —* C satisfying 
f(0) = z , ^'(0) = z' , 
(d/dt)t=0 ;j~(t) = Z, (d/dt)t=Q tf'(t) - Z', 




By (5), for every parameter t €. (-£,£) the addition ^(t) + -. 
4*-'(t) is defined. Further, f = tf +l y : (-£ , £ ) —• (J and 
A-! ^ : '(-£,£) —•* L given by 
<f(t) = jKt) +x j*'(t) for t e ( - £ , £ ) , 
U . ^ K t ) = * .-.f (t) for t *(-£,£) 
are differetiable curves. This enables us to define Z +1 Z c 
Z +1 Z' = (d/dt)t=Q J"(t) J . j Z - (d/dt)t=Q(/) •! iJ- )(t) . 
The result is independent of the choice of curves j)- , 4*- with 
properties (3) - (5). Similarly for ( + 2) and (.2). 
We shall show now that the r-jet prolongation (Jrf?,pr,M), 
r = 0, of (1) is endowed with a structure of a 3>)C -f ibration. 
First, the prolongations of (2) are vector fibrations. Further, 
3TTl : (jrtf,pr,M) — (JF^,pJ,M) 
and 
3TT2 : (Jrt?,pr,M) — (JrJ?,p^,M) 
are fibre morphisms. Thus for any fibre 3 {f, x e M we have 
Jx 1 Jx * 2 x u x x^ 
and the structure of «3r^-space arises as follows. 
Let u, v c Ĵ {f with ( j j 7 ! ^ = (Jx^l ) v ' S i n C e ( 1 ) is 
locally trivial, there are two sections *J , f1 of projection p 
on a neighborhood U of x such that 
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J ^ V ) = u , jrx(\V = v , (6) 
^ If = ^ > on U . (7) 
Clearly, a section T^+IT' is determined on U and we define 
u + lv = Jx (^l^ } ' < W U = Jx(^'l^) for any ̂ c|R- This de~ 
finition does not depend on the choice of ^, ^f with proper-
ties (6), (7). Similarly for (+ 2), (-o)-
 T n e axioms of a 2$ #-
-space can be verified. 
For 0 £ r » s, a natural projection 
f S = (JS£,PS,M) -* (Jrr,pr,M) 
is a 0%jf-morphism. 
Similarly to a linear case, each ^J^-fibration is associ-
ated with a principal fibration of double linear frames in the 
following sense. Consider again a trivial ^f^-space K(n,s,t). 
Let Aut(n,s,t) denote its ^^-automorphisms group. A canonical 
basis (£c°. \ , {v°£) of K(n,s,t) is formed by elements 
c°k = (0,...,1,..,0,0,..,1,..0,0,...,0) , i = l,..,n, k = l,..,s 
v° = (0,...,0,0,...,0,0,...,1,...,0) , m=l,...,t. 
m n 
Definition 3. Let C be a S5jf-space with dim C = (n,s,t). 
A double linear frame (shortly, a ^J^-frame) is a "S3 ̂ -isomor-
phism f : K(n,s,t) — • C. The set of all XJJf-frames in C will 
be denoted by F(C). 
The set F(C) is in a one to one correspondence with the 
set of all S^-basis in C via the mapping f -—*• ({f(c?k)f > 
{(v )J). The group Aut(n,s,t) acts differentiably to the right 
on F(C). This action is free and transitive. If f e F(C) with 
underlying linear isomorphisms f,, f2, and g c Aut(n,s, t) with 
underlying linear automorphisms g-,, g2 then fg has underlying 
morphisms fj-g-i and fo-Qo- Given a fixed f £ F(C), for any 
7 <" F(C) there is g « Aut(n,s,t) such that 7 = fg. This yields 
one to one map /JL : F(C) —»• Aut(n,s,t). Structure of a Lie group 
on Aut(n,s,t) gives arise to a unique smooth structure on F(C) 
which makes JL a diffeomorphism. This smooth structure is inde-
pendent of the choice of fg F(C). 
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Now suppose we are given a If tS.f-f ibration (f?,p,M). Denote 
9?~ ^ M F( tf ) and define q : ̂  —• M by q(f) = x where x c M 
is an element such that f e F(V? ). It can be verified that 
s\* 
( 4 ,q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) is a principal fibration over M with struc-
ture group Aut(n,s,t). The group Aut(n,s,t) acts to the left 
on K(n,s,t) as its S) Jtf-automorphisms group. The associated 
fibration #(K(n,s,t)) is *3) J^-isomorphic with the original J ^ -
fibration (tf,p,M). The corresponding isomorphism sends an equi-
valence class of a couple (f,c) with f ̂  7t , ce K(n,s,t) to 
an element f(c) € C . 
Let (^ ,q15M,Aut(n)), ( ̂  ,q2 ,M, Aut(s)), and (^3,q3,M, 
Aut(t)) be principal fibrations of linear frames corresponding 
to the underlying fibrations of ^, (ft, -v, and V0 respectively. 
An element of /, x g M , is regarded as an isomorphism 
K n—^»/f x, similarly for 5^- **3-
 A ^^-frame w € W, i.e. 
a ^ if-isomorphism w = f: K(n,s,t) —* *€ determines underlying 
linear isomorphisms f, : 
f * /i/t\ . ,/t . /j# ..u-sLu 







^ which may be regarded as frames in ^, 
*3,x-
 D e n o t e r
i




= (f/K ) . This gives smooth morphisms of principal fibrations 
over homomorphisms of corresponding structure groups 











over Aut(n,s,t) —• Aut(s) , 
Ty : (5f,q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) —• ( ̂  ,q3,M, Aut(t)) 
over Aut(n,s,t) —> Aut(t) . 
Whitney sum SC x
M
 J* X M ^3 °* "the above principal fibra­
tions is again a principal fibration denoted by (.£",cf ,M, Aut(n, 
s,t)) with structure group Aut(n,s,t) = Aut(n) x Aut(s) x Aut(t), 
Morphisms £, , ?X, ?X determine a morphism of principal fibra-
tions 
( Я",q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) —• (2",q,M,Aut(п,s,t)) (8) 
over structure group homomorphism j : Aut(n,s,t) —•* Aut(n,s,t), 
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Given arbitrary vector fibrations (^%p1?M), (3,p 2,M), 
(^JP-^JM), their Whitney sum (as fibred manifolds) has a natu-
ral structure of a 3f oj'-f ibration. For any fibre, (f = (fz x 
x 3 x If- is a trivial A % -space. Ŝ J<f -f ibration of the form 
<^x M ^ x M V, P l xM p2 xM p3,M) (9) 
will be called simple. 
Theorem 1. Every double vector f ibration is $Sc^ -isomorphic 
with a simple f6X-fibration. 
Proof . Let (?,p,M) be a given ^ if-f ibration, (Jf,q,M) be 
its fibration of 'Sf if-frames with structure group Aut(n,s,t), 
and let (9"',q',M) denote principal fibration corresponding 
to (9). Since (? is (up to 3Jc ̂ -isomorphism) associated fibra-
tion #(K(n,s,t)) and (9) is, in fact, J^'(K(n,s, t)) it suffices 
to prove that 5* is isomorphic with fr . Let us choose a locally 
finite open covering {LLj ̂ - of H by such neighborhoods that 
on each U., a trivialisation of Z is given and consequently, 
also trivialisations of rc, J$ , ul . Using identifications intro-
duced in [6], transition functions of 9* relative to {U.| may be 
written as follows: 
(f}J, f*J, fij, (5-ij) : U.OU. —» Aut(n,s,t), i,j* I . 
r w ^ r s " #"V ' 
Then transition functions of **, , ^ 2, /»3, and S* are 
f}J : U.n Uj — Aut(n), fij : l^A U. —> Aut(s), 
f*J : U.nU. — Aut(t), and (f*J, f*J, fij, 0) respectively. 
An isomorphism between $" and 3* will be established by finding 
a collection of functions 
(1,1,1,(J1) : Ui —+ Aut(n,s,t) , i € I 
satisfying 
(fij.fij.fij.o) = (l,1,l,<5
i)-1.(fJJ, fij, f ^ , ^ ^ ) . 
#(l,l,l,б
J
) on U. Л U . 
Or equivalently 
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Let {h.} . j be a partition of unity subordinate to a covering 
{u\. An evaluation shows that a mapping given by 
K € 1 
satisfy our requirements. 
Examples. For any vector fibration (ftjD^ ,M) the correspon-
dent tangent and cotangent fibrations (T^,p,M), (T*.y£ ,p\M) are 
"«6 }C -f ibrations. Their fibres were described in [6]. 
Consequently, if we let ft = TM or .7U = T*M, we obtain that 
iterations TTM, T*T*M and spaces T*TM, TT*M are 2^if-fibrations. 
3. Double linear connections 
Recall that under a connection on a fibred manifold 1? we 
understand a fibred morphism f: ( £,P,M) —> (J ff,p ,M) such that 
fì id < ^ ŕt- if is a natural projection of a tar-
jet). A connection P : Jd—• J ^c on a vector fibration dc is 
linear if it is a morphism of linear fibrations. A connection 
on a principal fibration will be regarded as a section of (D Q 
which is an equivariant map. 
Definition 4. A connection P : c — > J t on a ?5 <̂ -f ibration 
( t,p,M) will be called double linear (<Sj<f-connection) if P 
is a %i(d -morphism. 
Consider a fixed *2 if-connection P on a given 2S J£-fibration 
L. 2) *{ ̂ -morphism f1 induces morphismsof underlying vector 
fibrations 
- (J^.pJ.M) , Г2 : (Ä,p„Ю 
l\ : (?,P
3
,Ю — (З^.Pз.M) 
Proposition 1. /^ , T
2
 ,
 a n d
 ^3
 a r e
 linear connections on 




Proof. First let us prove that / , is a linear connection. 
Let 0*. denote again a natural projection J A—> f&. Since / 
is a morphism of vector fibrations it suffices to show that 
flgof, = id. We have a commutative diagram 
Let y e d: and choose z € ^ so that T^z = y. Then I\y = 
( J ^ K f z ) . It follows Ĵ rxy = Tx ^l rZ = 3̂ z = y . 
Similarly for T 2 . 
Since tci? and 3l1t C 3l(£ are fibred submanif olds, P3 = 
= r/V and the natural projection 3lT—>1f is d 1 = ^^3^ 
we have 
?0 • r3 = (fJ/J1^)^^/^) = <?o#r) /^ = ̂  . 
Hence P, is also a linear connection. 
Linear connections !\ > ̂ o' 3' w^1^ De called underlying 
connections of / . 
Similarly to the linear case double linear connections are 
in a one to one correspondence with right invariant connections 
on the corresponding principal fibration. 
Given a <#<^-fibration (ff,p,M) and x e M, let n = dim»7r , 
s = dim 3 , t = dim u . Let $* again denotes corresponding 
principal fibration. Under a (n,s, t)-f rame in a "2 iC -space Jv ff 
1 1 1 1 
with 3*x : Jx t —+ J x ^ x J x ^ we s n a 1 1 understand a 7& o£-
morphism 1 : K(n,s,t) —*• Jx {? such that ^ Q - l is a iSj^-frame 
in Hx. Denote by £ ( 1 ) the set of all (n ,s, t)-f rames in J1 (f . 
A triplet ($-(1),q(1),M) with * ( 1 ) . U ^ ( 1 ) and q ( 1 ) : ? ( 1 ) 
X6 M X 
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—> M being a natural projection is a fibred manifold. The group 
Aut(n,s,t) acts on $* to the left: 
(*,g) -•*• ?.g , *fi ̂
1 }
 , gcAut(n,s,t). 
As in the linear case, there is a natural fibred isomorphism 





which is at the same time an equivariant map. Via this isomorphism 
both manifolds will be identified. 
Proposition 2. There is a one to one mapping, L , of the set of 
all 5) (^-connections on a t) X-f ibration c , on the set of all 
right invariant connections on the principal fibration T . 
The proof is similar to the linear case. 
We say that a morphism f : ̂ f — <?' of fibred manifolds over 
identity maps a connection P on t? onto a connection P on t? 
if the following diagram is commutative: 
зЧ 
j x f 
«' 
- зЧ: 
Consider a ̂ Jr'^-morphism f : (^,p,M) —>- ((f',p',M) over 1
M
. 
Let g : ( ̂  ,q ,M, Aut(n ,s , t)) — • (2*' ,q ' ,M, Aut (n ', s ', t') denote the 
induced morphism of principal fibrations (over identity). Let 
P, r be 3$ cif-connections on ff, ̂ ' respectively and l P , LP 
be corresponding connections on P", £*'. As in the linear case, 
it can be proved the following: 
Proposition 3. ^j -Jf ̂ -morphism f maps the connection P onto P 
if and only if g maps i P onto Lp''. 
Let <£ , &, P ,*P be as above. Let iT lP CP be in-
variant connections on *, , ^«, ^, corresponding to the under-
lying connections ^ , ^ , P^ of P . The Whitney sum f of con-
nections P. i = 1,2,3 is a connection on r . Consider a morphism 
I introduced in (8). 
Proposition 4. Linear connections ' - , ' «, '3 a r e underlying 
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connections of a $ ̂ -connection P if and only if & maps l* 
onto P . 
Proposition 5. Let P. be linear connections on underlying 
vector fibrations ^, A , ̂  of £ . There exists at least one 
double linear connection ' on £ such that the underlying con-
nections are /"*. , i = 1,2,3. 
Proof. By the previous results, it suffices to prove the 
existence of an invariant connection p* on Ŝ  which is mapped 
onto P by *?" . An exact sequence 
0 —* Hom(iRn xF s, Ft) ^ Aut(n,s,t) ~ _ Aut(n,s,t) *- 0 
n 
has a splitting J : Aut(n,s,t) —* Aut(n,s,t) of the form 
^(f1,f2,f3) = (f1,f2,f3,o) . 
Consequently the homogenous space Aut(n,s,t)/ yAut(n,s,t) is 
diffeomorphic withthe Lie group Hom(Fn xR s, fl ) and therefore 
is contractible. It follows that the associated fibration of 
principal fibration ( ̂  ,q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) with a type fibre 
Aut(n,s,t)/^ Aut(n,s,t) admits a cross-section, that is, there 
exists a reduction (^,q,M,^ Aut(n,s, t)) of J* to the subgroup 
^Aut(n,s,t). In the sequence 
(y,q,M,^A7jt(n,s,t))^(^,q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) -^ 
•X (fr,q,M,Aut(n,s,t)) 
£ denotes an imbedding,and 6 o f is an isomorphism of principal 
cr n ^> 
fibrations which maps P onto an invariant connection / on ^ . 
ri X **s* ^- X rt 
" has a unique extension /"• on ^ and l maps /"* onto " . 
This finishes the proof. 
Now we shall give another characterization of 2)£f-connect-
Theorem 2. Let ^ be a connection on a S)X-space (£f,p,M). 
P is double linear if the following three conditions are sa-
tisfied: 
(PI) Connection P is protectable with respect to the morphisms 
Tx : (£,p,M) —> (tff,p1,M) and T^ . (cf,p,M) -> (£,p2,M). 
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(P2) Let z,z'c If with IT.z = T z' 'and let ZeHz, 1 <£ W^> such 
that (Tr.)Z = (Tjr-\)Z' then Z+.Z'e Hz+ z', i = 1,2. 
(P3) If Z €T H and 7\ cIR then rV..Z^H i = 1,2. 
Z 1 /4 • • Z 
Remark. H denotes the horizontal subspace of F at z, i.e. a 
subspace H = (Tp) (T M)c T ((f) where f is a local section 
of £ on a neighborhood of x satisfying j V7 = PCz). 
Proof. Let f* be double linear. Then (PI) is satisfied by 
Prop.l. Consider z,z',Z,Z' satisfying the assumptions of (P2). 
Denote x = pz = pz', X = (Tp)Z = (Tp)Z'. Since *£ is locally trivial 
and P is protectable with respect to ^, , especially (T3^)H = 
= (T J \ ) H ' there are local sections (f, If' of f? on a neighbor-
hood of x such that rx(f = y^f' and T(z) = j* </>, T(z') = 
= j* V*'- Then Z = (T^)X and Z' = (T^')X. Since P is double 
linear we have 
r(Z+1z') = r ( z )+ 1 r ( z ' ) = j x ^ + 1 j j y = j jcz+xp') . 
Thus Z + :Z' = T(^ + 1 ̂ ')X€ Hz+ *. The remaining part of (P2) 
and condition (P3) may be proved similarly. 
Conversely, let P satisfies (PI) - (P3). Let z,z'e<if with 
^ z = 7~,z , x = pz = pz'. Since /is protectable with respect to 
J\ there exist local sections ^, if' of L on a neighborhood of 
x such that 
rcz) . i j y , rcz) - 3 j / . rx(/ - jr ;p-. 
(kmse a section /of £ on a neighborhood of x so that 
Then 'ty'(x) = ̂ (x) + 1</
r(x). Let XG TyM and let (TX) , 
(f*X) *, (fX) + ' denote horizontal lifts of the vector X to 
the points z , z', z + ̂z respectively. Clearly (Tx) = (T^)X, 
(rx)> = (Tf')X, C X ) • = (T^)X. By (P2), (Vx) +, (PX) > t z * z + -iZ z i z 
€ T -(f is a horizontal vector with (Tp)((TX) +,(Fx) 0 = X. 
z + -I z Z I Z 
The unicity of a lift implies (Tx) •-^PX) - = (fX) + - , t h a t " 
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is, (VVOX = (T^)X
+1




)X . Since jjr = 




^' we obtain T(z +
 1
z') = /"'(z) + 1 f ' ( z ' ) . Similarly 
for ( +
 2
) and (...), i = 1,2. 
Definition 5. Let UC M be an open subset and ^ be a 
vector field on p~ (U)C L . We shall say that f is double 
linear if it satisfies 
(10) If z,z'e p"
1






i U'* -"-•-• 
- i , л , 1 = 1,2. (11) If zep~- L(U), r^elR then J ^ z ^ i f 
Now we can rewrite Theorem 2 as follows. 
Theorem 3 . A connection f on a i) j£-f ibration u is double 
linear if and only if it satisfies 
(p) If u c M is open and # is a vector field on U then its 
horizontal lift Ff is a double linear vector field on 
P _ 1(U). 
A local one parameter group If : U x (-£,£) —• u , U c t 
on a fibred manifold (lf,p,M) is p-projectable if pz = pz' im-
plies <ftz = <fxz' for t e (-£,£). We shall say that ¥ is 
horizontal with respect to a given connection F on £ if for 
all z e U and ts (-£,£) the vector d^.(z)/dt is horizontal. 
A p-projectable local one parameter group ^ : U x (-£,£) —» cf 
on a 72Af-f ibration (£,p,M) will be called double linear if it 
satisfies: 
Let z-,,...,z e U and *,,..., r\ £ F\ be elements such that 
1' ' n 1 n 
n 
T . Z , = . . . = $Tz„ and fc~r ( i ) ^ L , » •. ZL, c U then f o r each t e l 1 i n k=l k l k 
n n 
(-«..«>. »vl~ (1)Vi*k> - S - ^ V i ^ V ' i = 1 > 2 -k=l k=l 
Theorem 4. A connection P on a 2JJ£-fibration ( if,p,M) is double 
linear if and only if anyp-projectable and horizontal local one 
parameter group ^ : U x (-£,£) —* {? is double linear. 
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Proof. Assume f is a ̂ J^-connection on (? and f : U x (-£ , 
£) *. L is a p-projectable horizontal one parameter group. 
Then ^ is also T. -projectable, i = 1,2. On the open set 
t€(_y f)T*t(lO, let us define a vector field f by fftU) = 
= dy».(z)/dt. This vector field can be uniquely extended onto a 
horizontal vector field on p~ (p(. / V f \ ̂t(U)) which we continue 
.NX 
to denote by f . Let us choose z,,...,z e U and A ,,..., A e .R 
such that T. zt = ... = 7*. z„ and T" (i)h... z. 6: U. Since ^is 1 1 in f , k I k ' 
J".-projectable we can define a curve ^: (-£,£)—-*{; by **(t) = 
n_ n 
T
 (i)Vi*W- Now <tf(t)/dt -^(DA^id^Cz^/dt = 
n 
_(i)^k.i? t^t(zk). Since i is double linear, /_ ^^k'i^t^k^ 
is horizontal. The vector f 5ZA. ., y7. (z.) is horizontal and by 
projectability of (J, 
wfDk ' i f t (zk} = "p>f /Vzi> = ••• = (Tp) f /t (zn> • 
ThUB^I(i«k-i^ t(z k)
 = f Z Z ^ k . ^ t ( z k ) = ( ^
( t ) 
and further d^(t)/dt = ?*i(t)-
 T h a t is> 3/((t) and Vt(^^k'izk) 
are both integral curves of the vector field f . Moreover, 
J^(0) = (/Q( ZT(i)A k. . z.). Unicity of an integral curve passing 
through a point gives yV^-^k'i2^ => .^ k'i *A^zk^ * H e n c e ^ 
is double linear. 
Conversely suppose that any projectable and horizontal pa-
rameter group is double linear. Let zn , z^ € Z 
- T. 
. satisfy h .z„ 
o ' o u y l o 
iz Q and let Z e H z , Z éT Hz-
o o 
be two vectors such that 
(Tri)Z = (T-r.)z'. Denote xQ = pzQ = pzQ , X= (Tp)Z = (Tp)Z '. 
Choose a vector field f on M such that fx =X and a local 
one parameter group V - Ux (-£,£) * M of £ on a neighborhood 
U containing x . Define a mapping 
(/: p_1(U) x (-£,£) -* IS 
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so that /^.(z), t €(-£,£) is a horizontal lift of ^ ( p z ) de-
termined by a condition ^ Q ( Z ) = z . Clearly ^ ( z ) are integral 
curves of a vector field IV. It follows that ^f is a local one 
parameter group. Moreover, V i s protectable and horizontal, and 
consequently double linear. We obtain 
(Tf ) < = ( T f ) + , (Tf ) < = z +, z' . {>-+.-• - < r f Л + І < r f V 





That is, Z +. Z'e H The remaining part of conditions 
o i o 
(P2), (P3) can be proved similarly. Thus F is double linear. 
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